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Anne Gordon acclaim, while their trailblazing scientific Williamina Paton Fleming (1857-1911) 
discoveries often received scant recognition. was the first of Pickering's women assist-Williamina Heming: I found that although these women were ants to assume more than clerical responsi-"Women's Work" at the 
exploited by modern standards, they bilities. When her husband had left her, Harvard Observatory gained unusual responsibility and success Fleming had taken a job as the Pickerings' 
From time to time, we have published by the standards of their own time; and I maid; Professor Pickering recognized her 
the work of students in women's studies found that women astronomers still face intelligence and offered her work at the 
courses. The following essay, originally real discrimination and difficult choices. Observatory, where she gradually became 
written as a term paper, is such a piece. his administrative assistant. 
I. Women's Work Fleming supervised the women working 
Last spring, I fulfilled Harvard's freshman 
... Women prove themselves more compe- on the Henry Draper Memorial, created in Expository Writing requirement by taking 1886, and she handled much of its day-to-
the section Women in American History . tent than men in work requiring infinite day administration . This was thought ap-
Each student was asked to choose one care and detail. They are, generally speak- propriate, as the money for the project 
woman from the many who have never ing, more painstaking, more enthusiastic, had come from a woman. Upon the un-
been fully studied, and to write about her and less apt to grow tired, in meticulous, timely death in 1882 of Dr. Henry Draper, 
life and work for the entire semester. From exacting labor than are men. -Harvard an amateur astronomer who was the first to 
a suggested list I chose Williamina Fleming , Alumni Bulletin, 1927 photograph the lines in stellar spectra, his 
astronomer. The late nineteenth century saw the widow and assistant, Mary Anna Palmer 
I soon realized that Fleming 's biography, beginning of modern astrophysics, as the Draper, had wanted to continue his work 
while intriguing, would only yield so much invention of photography made astronomi- herself. Persuaded by Pickering, she de-
information. She was a Scotswoman, I cal observation more objective . The dis- cided instead to establish a memorial at 
learned, bright, stubborn, and courageous. covery that light from a star, when passed Harvard for work in spectral photography . 
Abandoned by her husband within a year through a prism and photographed, pro- The original plan was to compile two 
after they emigrated to America, she duced a spectrum with dark lines at wave- catalogues; one of them , the Draper 
devoted the ,est of her life to the Harvard lengths corresponding to the spectra of Catalogue of Stellar Spectra (1890), was 
College Observatory. I could not discover terrestrial elements proved especially valu- prepared by Fleming. It was the first ex-
why she came to America , why her hus- able - it suggested a way to study the tensive piece of research by an American 
band left her, what happened to him; but I chemical composition of the stars. woman astronomer. Pickering's name went 
decided Fleming was important, not for her 
President Eliot of Harvard, recognizing on the cover (he did direct the project) and 
personal life, but for her scientific work 
the growing importance of physics in Fleming was mentioned only in the intro-
and as a case study in the problem of role 
astronomy, appointed physicist Edward C. duction, yet her achievement received wide 
definition for women in her profession . 
Pickering director of the Harvard College attention. A British reviewer of the cata-
It was this latter aspect which interested 
Observatory in 1876. Pickering , who had logue wrote : 
me most . I pondered such questions as : 
organized the world's first laboratory 
The name of Mrs. Fleming is already well What responsibility did she receive? What 
opinions on the proper role for a woman 
course in physics at the Massachusetts 
, known to the world as that of a brilliant 
Institute of Technology , now turned his 
. discoverer; but the present volume shows scientist were concealed in statements 
attention to the need for data in astro-
that she can do real hard work as well. about or by her? To illuminate these 
physics. He began three large projects: 
questions, I also considered the careers 
photometry, the accurate measurement Even this is a patronizing evaluation. And 
of three other great women astronomers of the magnitudes of stars; compilation of today some textbooks and histories of 
who worked at Harvard at the turn of the a photographic map of the sky; and spectral astronomy still give Pickering all the credit 
century: Antonia Maury, Henrietta Swann classification of all the stars. for Fleming 's work. 
Leavitt, and Annie Jump Cannon. And I Since the Observator y's financing de- Part of the second catalogue was prepared 
talked to Fleming's present -day counter- pended largely on a few wealthy patrons, by Antonia Maury (1866 -1952), a graduate 
part to find out the current status of Pickering employed women "computers '.' of Vassar in physics and chemistry, who 
women in astronomy. to examine and catalogue the ph orographic invented a very accurate physical classifica-
I found that the opportunities for women plates and to do routine calculations, be - tion of the spectra of bright stars. Maury 
in astronomy at Harvard arose because cause the wages the Observatory could first suspected the intensity of spectral 
women assistants were available cheap and pay (25-35¢ per hour) were considered lines was meaningful. She labeled spectra 
would perform tedious clerical and tech- respectable for a woman. Although women with sharp, narrow lines with the letter 
nical duties, and that those with ability for were then believed too frail to use the " c." Study of stars with this " c" character-
this "women's work" were given special telescopes, they were allowed to study 
photographs at a desk during the day. 
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istic led the Dutch astrophysicist Hertz- Fleming's other administrative tasks in- mission in the scheme of creation as help-
sprung to suggest there are two kinds of eluded proofreading all observatory pub- meets. - From a biographical sketch of 
red stars, "giants" and "dwarfs." lications. Such labor was delineated as Fleming in New England Magazine, 1912 
Maury's system was abandoned by "women's work," to keep women from 
Annie Jump Cannon (1863-1941), taking over the more innovative, prestigi-
The delineation of a sphere of women's 
Fleming's successor, because it was diffi- ous tasks of men. 
work was a natural outcome of certain 
cult to use. Cannon rearranged Fleming's Yet one other area of original research 
social attitudes still prevalent around the 
classes into a system so handy it was was open to women at Pickering's observa-
turn of the century. The above quotation 
adopted by the International Solar Union tory: since they were the first to examine 
vividly exemplifies these attitudes. It sug-
in 1910 for use in all observatories . the raw data, they often discovered rare or 
gests that women have certain qualities-
Slightly modified, the so-called "Harvard spectacular objects, such as variable stars. 
patience, attention to detail, ability for 
System" is still in use. Fleming and Cannon each found over 300 
"tactful execution" (i.e., getting things 
Yet Annie Cannon's special contribution variables. Among them, Fleming discovered 
done without stepping on any toes)-in 
was not her system of spectral classifica- ten novae (stars which explode to 10 5 
which men are deficient. The quotation 
tion. In 1911, she undertook the huge times their normal brightness or brighter) 
also contains the more insidious view that 
chore of revising and expanding the out of the 28 known at the time of her 
women have value only as the complement 
Draper Catalogue. Her original goal was death. Henrietta Swann Leavitt (1868-
of men; it further implies that when 
to classify all stars down to the eighth 1921) began in 1902 an extensive study of 
women "suggested and planned the work 
magnitude. She did this in about four Cepheid (short-period) variables. She first of men" they were wielding power in the 
years and her results, listing the spectral suggested that the periods of variation of 
proper feminine manner, discreetly behind 
class of over 225,000 stars, were pub- these stars bear a linear relation to their 
the scenes. Above all, women need not be 
lished in the nine-volume Henry Draper absolute luminosities. This relationship, "rivals of men" to be "successful"-God 
Catalogue by 1924. Further extensions the Period-Luminosity Law for Cepheid 
forbid! This was the popular view of the 
included the spectral class of some 50,000 variables, was used to obtain the first woman astronomer's role. 
fainter stars. Today the Henry Draper accurate estimates for the size of our The age-old disregard for the female 
Catalogue is still a crucial reference work galaxy and the distance of objects still intellect , especially the doubt whether 
for astrophysical research. further, which had previously been un-
women could do creative scientific think-
It is important to realize that the spectral measurable. Leavitt herself did not develop ing, manifested itself more subtly. Fleming 
classification work of Fleming, Maury, and the implications of her law; she was and Cannon received warm praise for their 
Cannon fit into the general category of assigned other chores and never thought Draper Memorial work partly because this 
"women's work." The position of super- to complain. She had discovered over 2,40C was seen as a tremendous achievement 
vising the compilation of the catalogues variable stars at the time of her death, half for a woman. The more theoretical con-
carried responsibility, but left small room the number then known. 
tributions of Maury and Leavitt were less 
for scientific fnsight except in deciding recognized although their insights were 
which classification system to use. Measur- 11. Social Attitudes and Social Realities 
later capitalized upon by male astronomers. 
ing tiny photographs with microscope or Under the praise was concealed the 
magnifying glass, and comparing them It seems that that very genius for tactful reality of a slow uphill fight against dis-
with star charts to find the position and execution, for patient att ention to detail , crimination in matters of status, responsi-
magnitude of each star formed part of the for swift comprehension, which has re- bility, and mone y. Perhaps because of the 
painstaking daily routine. The women enforced (women 's} intelligence in precedent of Maria Mitchell , ,who won a 
needed substantial technical expertise to astronomy and lifted them into promin- gold medal from the King of Denmark for 
judge the quality of the photographs; but ence, has been only a larger expression of her discovery in 1847 of a telescopic 
even Fleming, with no scientific back- the power that made them able house- comet, awards and honorary titles came 
ground, learned to do it well. For Fleming, keepers and home-makers . For women, easily to the Harvard women. To give just 
and Cannon after her, this tedious examina - in the world of science, wherever notably one example, Williamina Fleming was the 
tion of spectra (they looked at as many as successful, have not come there as rivals first American woman, and sixth woman, to 
a dozen photos to classify one star) was of men, but rather have supplemented and become an honorary fellow of Britain 's 
part of the job of Curator of Astronomical extended, often suggested and planned Royal Astronomical Society (but note that 
Photographs; they catalogued and stored the work of men, thus fulfilling their women could only be "honorary " 
every plate in the Harvard collection , fellows). Improvements in pay and job 
which grew to 200,000 under Fleming, status at Harvard came much more grudg-
and 500,000 by the time Cannon retired . ingly . Although Flemin g was the first 
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woman to receive an official appointment 
from Harvard University (Curator of 
Astronomical Photographs, 1898), and to 
have her name listed in the catalogue, 
the Harvard Corporation refused to grant 
the title to her successor, Annie Jump 
Cannon, who was given a Corporation 
appointment (as William Cranch Bond 
Astronomer) only in 1938, at age 75! 
The social attitudes toward women's role 
interacted with social realities in other 
ways, too. Women still had to struggle to 
get an education, and, in general, make a 
clear choice against marriage in order to 
become astronomers. Even so, they had 
ties to home and family which threatened 
to consume all their time and energy. 
These factors affected Fleming differently 
than they affected the younger women 
she worked with; her opportunities had 
been more limited because of a difference 
in social class as well as a difference in 
generation. 
Williamina Fleming was educated in the 
public schools of Dundee, Scotland. She 
had already taught school for five years to 
help her widowed mother when she mar-
ried at age nineteen and came to America. 
There, abandoned by her husband and with 
a child to support, she once again set out to 
earn her living-the point is that she had 
little choice. 
Yet Fleming seems to have found true 
fulfillment in her work-she hardly missed 
a day in thirty years-and chose to raise her 
son alone rather than remarry. This made her 
one of the first professional women who was 
also a mother. In 1912, H. H. Turner, profes-
sor of astronomy at Oxford, commented 
sensitively on the double burden she bore: 
As an astronomer Mrs. Fleming was some-
what exceptional in being a woman; and in 
putting her work alongside that of others, 
it would be unjust not to remember that 
she left her heavy daily labours at the 
observatory to undertake on her return 
home those household cares of which a 
man usually expects to be relieved. She 
was fully equal to the double task . . .. 
Fleming's three great associates, Maury, 
Cannon, and Leavitt, were all from upper-
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middle-class backgrounds, each with a 
bachelor's degree in science from a 
women's college; but they, too, were bur-
dened with family responsibilities. Antonia 
Maury's father, planning to move to the 
Boston area, asked Pickering to offer his 
daughter a job. Embarrassed to pay a 
Vassar graduate so little, yet unable to 
turn down a niece of Henry Draper, 
Pickering asked Mrs. Draper's advice. She 
suspected Maury had not even consulted 
his daughter before making his request. 
Yet Antonia accepted the job, promising 
to start in a few weeks. When Pickering 
grew impatient with the delay, Mary 
Draper wrote to him, "The girl has been 
Anne Jump Cannon. Photograph: Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe College. 
very busy, for when she arrived at Waltham 
her father had taken no steps toward get-
ting a house, so she quietly took the matter 
in hand herself, and found a house, and 
settled the family in it." Only then could 
she start her new job. 
Pickering did try to compensate for the 
low pay by offering the women assist-
ants working conditions which recognized 
their domestic responsibilities. Hours were 
flexible; on an average day they worked 
five hours at the Observatory and then 
took work home. 
Ill. A Question of Compromise? 
Labor honestly, conscientiously and 
steadily, and recognition and success must 
crown your efforts in the end. -Williamina 
Fleming, 189 3 
Why should these four gifted women have 
tolerated the condescension, the low pay, 
the lack of advancement? I truly think the 
success of their work and the chance to 
use their talents were more important to 
them. While they pushed hard for the 
opportunity to show that women could 
do significant scientific research, they 
chose to work within the traditional social 
role. For example, Cannon wanted to de-
bunk the stereotype of the militant, un-
feminine woman scientist, so she stressed, 
when writing obituaries of Fleming, that 
the latter was proof that "a life spent in 
the routine of science need not destroy the 
attractive element of a woman's nature." 
I am sure all of the women felt keenly the 
discrimination they faced, at times, but 
they were also grateful for the freedoms, 
the opportunities, already won. 
Fleming seems to have been the most 
comfortable with the traditional role of the 
selfless woman assistant who works only 
for the common glory. Yet she asserted her 
right, her ability to work with dignity. In 
her paper "A Field for Women's Work in 
Astronomy" (1893 - note that "women's 
work" is the phrase she used), Fleming 
pointed out that in America, her adopted 
country, women had unrivaled freedom 
to develop their skills. She wrote grate -
fully of this liberal attitude(" .. . [Women) 
encounter very little narrowminded 
jealousy .... ") and counseled patience 
and hard work to overcome what prejudice 
remained. 
IV. The Legacy for Today-The More 
Things Change, the More They Stay 
the Same? 
" ... Usually it's been the wife whose 
career bas suffered." -Dr. Martha Liller, 
H.C.O. Curator of Astronomical 
Photographs, 1977 
Harvard opened a graduate school of 
astronomy in the 1920s which always 
included women (as part of Radcliffe), and 
currently is about 12 percent female. This 
high enrollment is not just because of 
Harvard's tradition of encouraging women 
in astronomy, but also because several of 
the other best graduate schools in the sub-
ject, such as Princeton and Cal Tech, have 
admitted women only very recently. A 
woman, Cecelia Payne-Gaposchkin , received 
the university's first Ph.D. in astronomy 
(Radcliffe, 1927). Her thesis on stellar 
atmospheres has been called "the most 
brilliant Ph.D. thesis ever written in 
astronomy." 
The career of Dr. Payne-Gaposchkin 
alone served to keep the name of Harvard 
synonymous with opportunities for 
women in astronomy for fifty years. She 
became Harvard's first woman astronomy 
professor, and later department chairman. 
But Payne-Gaposchkin still faced incredible 
discrimination. In the fifties, as department 
chairman, she hired young men for more 
money than she was making. 
Now that Payne-Gaposchkin has retired, 
the present position of women at the Har-
vard College Observatory is not especially 
impressive. Women naturally make up 
much of the staff, but mostly in secretarial 
and technical positions. While opportuni-
ties in higher education have increased -
10 percent of all Ph.D.'s in astronomy in 
America go to women-women Ph.D.'s 
remain underemployed compared to men 
with the same education, often locked into 
low-status, nontenured positions. A tradi-
tion of "women's work" lingers because of 
a change in the way women astronomers 
make the compromise between marriage 
and a career. Before 1920 the choice was 
unequivocal; a professional woman very 
seldom married. At present, women who 
want to be astronomers go on to become 
Ph.D.'s, and then about half of them marry 
a fellow astronomer whom they met in 
graduate school. If they continue their 
professional careers, they run into the 
problem of how to find two jobs in the 
same field, in the same place-and usually 
it is the woman who makes sacrifices. 
Recently, the women's movement has 
created greater awareness of these prob-
lems, inspiring more young women once 
again to devote full time to a career. 
For a concrete example of how the role 
of women at the Observatory has changed, 
I interviewed Dr. Martha Liller, who holds 
Fleming's old position as Curator of 
Astronomical Photographs. Dr. Liller, 
inspired by such models as Annie Cannon 
and Cecelia Payne-Gaposchkin, always 
wanted to be an astronomer; and she was 
encouraged by her family and her profes-
sors at Mt. Holyoke. Married to an 
astronomy professor at Harvard, she could 
not teach there because of antinepotism 
rules. She taught at Wellesley for three 
years, and later, while busy with her chil-
dren, worked part time for her husband. 
She took the position of plate stacks 
librarian because she wanted a part-time 
job with flexible hours and not too much 
responsibility. Most of the routine work is 
done by an assistant, leaving Dr. Liller 
with time for her own research. 
Martha Liller emphasized the importance 
of such women as Williamina Fleming be-
cause they established the mental image of 
an astronomer as either male or female. 
Thus, perhaps Fleming's adoption of an 
unthreatening role worked to the advantage 
of women in astronomy, in the long run. 
She was not exactly a pioneer, but she 
broke ground; she was a forerunner . Women 
astronomers today, as they continue to face 
the dilemma of marriage or career and try 
to shake off the persistent shadow of 
"women's work," should not belittle their 
debt to the Scottish maid who made 
good. D 
Anne Gordon is a sophomore at Harvard/ 
Radcliffe. 
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